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The Schur group, uniform (distribution) group, Schur index, and Schur exponent 
are examined in the context of separable group rings of finite groups over com- 
mutative rings. 0 1988 Academc Press, Inc. 
Since the foundation paper of M. Auslander and 0. Goldman [ 1 J, 
several authors have generalized constructions for studying group algebras 
over fields to separable algebras over commutative rings. Specifically, we 
have in mind the Schur index [20], the Schur exponent [18], the Schur 
group [S], and the uniform group [ 111. This paper gives additional 
properties of these constructions and studies the relationship between them. 
First we reproduce the definitions of the Schur index M,(R) and Schur 
exponent m,(R) of a character x on a finite group G with respect to a com- 
mutative ring R in which [G: 11 is a unit. If R is a held then m,(R) = 
M,(R) and more generally if R is a commutative ring then m,(R) 1 M,(R). 
We conjecture m,(R) = M,(R) for every commutative ring R. If Y(R) 
denotes the Schur group of R, %(R) the uniform group of R, and B(R) the 
Brauer group of R then when R is a field Y(R) c %(R) c B(R). Each of 
these inclusions may be proper. Here we are mostly interested in Q(R) and 
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the connections between 9’(R) and %(R). For each positive integer 12 there 
is a local field K, such that %!(ti;p)/Y(KI)z C,, where C, is the cyclic 
group of order n. Let E, be a primitive nth root of unity )n 1. 2 mod 4) and 
let M= Q(&,-t E;‘). If [A] has order 2 in YZ(Q(&,)) then [A] = 
[B@,Q(&,)], where [B]E%(M) and the order of [B] is 2. There may 
not be such a [B] in Y(M). If k is a perfect field we determine 
@(k[t, t-l]) and give some other examples. In particular, there are com- 
mutative rings R for which Y(R) d q(R) but we have not been able to 
find an integral domain R with Y(R) d e(R). 
Let R denote a commutative ring with no idempotents other than 0 arnd 
1. Let G be a finite group of order n and assume the group ring RG is a 
separable R-algebra. Note RG is separable over R if and only if n .1 E 
Units(R). Let M be a finitely generated projective left RG-module and let 
{.A, . . . . f,) s Hom,(M RI, {x1, . . . . x, } c M be an R dual basis for _kk 
Following [21] the character x on G determined by M is given by 
xicik)= 2 f,(gx,), gEG. 
j=l 
In [21] it is shown that X~ is independent of the choice of dual basis for M 
and other properties of xlK are given. Summarizing [21], let Sz denote the 
separable closure of R. A separable R-subalgebra S of 52 is called a splitting 
ring for RG in case 
SGg 6 End,(P,) (2) 
i= 1 
for finitely generated projective S-modules Pi (16 ids), where s is the 
number of conjugacy classes of G. If E, is a root of xn - 1 in 51 of order n (a 
primitive nth root of 1) then R(E,) is a splitting ring for RG so splitting 
rings exist. Moreover, if we write 
OG= & End&M,) (3j 
2=1 
and let 2, be the character determined by M,, then after a reordering xi will 
also be the character determined by Pi so x, is independent of the choice of 
splitting ring. Moreover, if we let R[x,] be the R-subalgebra of Sz 
generated by the xl(g) then R[xi] is a finitely generated projective 
separable R-subalgebra of Q and for each g E 6, x1(g) is a sum of powers df 
E, (Theorem 2.1 of [21]). 
A separable extension T of R in 52 is called a splittipg ring for xi in case 
there is a finitely generated projective TG mo@le N, such thaat 
1R OT N, g Mi as QG modules [20]. It is clear that if T is a splitting ring 
for xi then R[xi] E T. 
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DEFINITION [20]. The Schur index M&) is min(Rank,r,,,(T)}, 
where T runs over all splitting rings for x, in a. 
Since R(E,) is a splitting ring for RG, R(E,) splits xi for every i 
(Theorem 1.2 of [21]) so M&) is finite. 
Additional properties of M&J and some computations are given in 
WI- 
As above, let M, be a finitely generated projective OG module determin- 
ing the character xi. The restriction of the natural epimorphism $I: BG + 
End,(M,) gives an epimorphism I++~: R[xJG -+ A. Since R[x,]G is a 
separable R[XJ-algebra, A is a separable R[XJ-algebra. Let C denote the 
center of A and let c E C, 
c= c r,W), rg E RCxJ (4) 
gsG 
Viewing both sides of this equation as lying in End,(M,) and taking the 
trace to Sz of both sides we get (since c E 0) 
where zi = Rank&M,). If we let R,, = P( l/n, E,), where P is the prime sub- 
ring of R, then R,G z @i= i End,& Q) for finitely generated projective R,- 
modules Q. Then SZG 2 @:= i End,,,,(SZ@ QJ so we can assume t = s 
and 520 Q, g Mi. In particular, letting &, be the quotient field of R, 
if characteristic R =0 or K,= RO otherwise we get z, = Rank,(M,) = 
Rank.,(Qi)=Rank,,,(K,@Qi) divides n so we can solve (5) for c and 
conclude c E R[x,]. Therefore, A is an Azumaya algebra over R[xi]. By 
Corollary 3.2.6 of [6], R[x,] G g A 0 B for some separable R[XJ-algebra 
B and D ORCxl, A z End&M,). 
DEFINITION. The Schur exponent m&J is the exponent of A in 
B(Nx,I 1. 
This definition was prompted by the discussion at the end of [18]. 
PROPOSITION 1. The Schur exponent m&) divides the Schur index 
MAXI). 
ProoJ Let S be a splitting ring for x, in Sz with MR(xj) = Rank,,,,(S). 
Write Mi = 52 OS P, for some finitely generated projective SG-module Pi. 
Let 4: SG+ End,(P,) be the homomorphism given by the SG-module 
structure of P,. If B = #(SG) then Sz OS B = End&B @ P,) = End,(M,). 
This implies B = End,(P,) so 4 is an epimorphism. Keeping the notation 
preceding Proposition 1, the restriction of 4 to SORrX,, A gives an 
epimorphism of S-Azumaya algebras which is a monomorphism on S and 
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therefore a monomorphism. Thus, SORCX,, A zEnd,(P,) and S is a 
splitting ring for A. By Theorem 2.5.5 of [6] there is an R[Xi]-algebra D 
equivalent to A in B(R[x,]) and containing S as a mximal commutative 
subalgebra. Thus, Rank,t,, (D)= MR(xJ2. By Theorem 3 of [193, the 
exponent of D in B(R[xi]) divides MR(Xi). Q.E.D. 
We have not been able to find an example where m&J #M&?). The 
following remark may be of interest. Assume R is an integral domain 
whose quotient field K is an algebraic number field. With notation as 
above, let J= { p 1 p is a finite rational prime and ind,(A) # I>, where 
ind,(A) is the p-local index of A (see [14]). If k= m&) then m,&,)= 
MR(xz) whenever R(G) is a splitting ring for A (where the minus sign is 
chosen when ind,(A,) > 1 . As B. Fein pointed out to us, in the example 
presented in [lo], R( k +m) may not always split A. s’ 
A class in B(R) is contained in the Schur subgroup Y(R) in case there is 
a representing Azumaya algebra A which is a homomorphic image of RG 
for some finite group G. Note that RG is not required to be separable over 
R. Information about Y(R) for commutative rings R is contained in [7, S]. 
The group Aut(R) of automorphisms of R acts on B(R). If c E Aut(R) 
and I Al E B(R) then CJ( I AI) = jA,l, where A, = A as a ring and the action of 
R on A,, is given by Y * a = a-‘(r)a for all r E R, UE A,. The formal proper- 
ties of this action in the context of commutative rings can be found in [3]. 
A class [A] E B(R) is contained in the uniform subgroup e(R) in case: (see 
L-111) 
1. If the order of [A] in B(R) is yt then the group of nth roots of 
unity in R is cyclic of order n. 
2. If E, is a primitive nth root of unity in R and 5 eAut(R) then 
o(e,) = of, implies [A,] = [A]‘. 
If S is a commutative R-algebra let B(R) 0 S denote the natural image of 
B(R) in B(S). The corresponding images of the subgroups Y(R) and a(R) 
are denoted Y(R) @ S and e(R) @ S, respectively. 
LEMMA 2. Let K be an algebraic number field and let 9 be a K prime 
above the rational prime q. 
(1) WK)OK,QW,), where the inclusion may be proper whep;s 
qs 3. 
(2) %(KV) is the subgroup of B(K,) of order q - 1 if q > 2 and of 
order 2 if q = 2. 
Proof. (1) If IAl E S!(K) with exp \A1 = IPZ then E, E K. If 
exp IA@K,( =t, then t/m so E,EK,. It follows from [14, Theorem 1.1 f 
that if q > 2 then q z 1 (mod t) and if q = 2 then rn = 1,2. Therefore, if 
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0 E Aut(K?) then ~(a,) = E,. The lemma on page 385 of [ 131 gives 
[A 0 KJ = [(A 0 K,),] so [A 0 KP] E ai( proving the first part of (1). 
To see that the inclusion may be proper, observe that Q(Q) has exponent 
=2, but if q is odd then %(Q,) contains an element of order q - 1 [23, 
Theorem 4.4, p. 45; 11, Lemma 3.11. 
(2) If IAl E @(K,) with exp IAJ =rr and 0 eAut(KP) then CJ(E,) = .sf: 
implies ]A,/ = IA]*. As in (l), J&J = ]A( so b= 1 (modn) for ‘all 
o~Aut(K+). Therefore, E,EQ, and thus q- 1 (mod n) or q=n=2. It 
remains to check that &(K?) has an element of order q - 1 when q is odd. 
From Theorem 1.5 of [14], there exists an element IAl E ??~(K(a~-i)) with 
ind,(A)=q-1. Since s,_r~K,, lAOK,( E~-~)I = IA@K,I. From (l), 
ILmq E@!(q) so w$) contains an element of order q - 1. 
(3) We saw in (2) that %(K(+ r)) @KV c @(K?). If IAJ E @(Ka) with 
exp IAl = ci then as in (2), q - 1 (mod 4) or q = 5 = 2. From [14] there is an 
element JD( E %(K(E~- r)) with ind,(D) = a. Replace IDI by an appropriate 
power if necessary, and get ID@Kg(~q--l)( = IDOK,] = IA]. Q.E.D. 
The exponent of @(K) for any algebraic number field K is the order of 
the group of roots of unity in K. Lemma 2(2) implies that this statement 
fails in local fields, for example, for QJE~) with q > 2. 
For a positive integer n let C, denote the cyclic group of order IZ. 
THEOREM 3. For each positive integer n there is a localfield K, such that 
@!(KJ~WJ = G. 
ProoJ Let n > 1 and let q z=- 2 be a prime with q E 1 mod n. Let K be the 
subfield of Q(+ sqP1) with I1y: Q(E~- 1)l =y1. If 9 is a K-prime above q 
then Theorem 4.4 of [23] implies Y(K,) is the subgroup of B(K,) of order 
(q- 1)/n. By (2) of Lemma 2, &(K?) is the subgroup of B(K,) of order 
q-l. Since Y(K,)c%(K,) [ll], we have %(K,)/Y(K,)EC~. Q.E.D. 
In [15, 161 algebraic number fields K were given with I@(K): Y(K)1 = 03. 
If R = Z(G) th en Y(R) = Cz = a(R) [7,11]. Moreover, 9’(R 0 R) E 
C, x Cz. However, &(R@ R) = { } e since the group of square roots of unity 
in R 0 R is not cyclic. Here Y(R @ R) & %(& 0 R). 
Observe that Lemma 2(l) holds when %( -) is replaced by Y( -). 
However, Lemma 2(2) holds for 9’( - ) if and only if the tame ramification 
index of q in K is 1 [23, Theorem 4.4, p. 451. Lemma 2(3) also fails when 
%( - ) is replaced by Y( - ). To illustrate the latter let K= Q($) and 
q = 5. Then K(q 1) = Q(d and Q5(d = Q,(fi>. If y(Q@)) = 
I) 0 Q4&) then I) would contain an element [A] with 
ind,A = 4 [23, Theorem 4.4, p. 451. We now show that this is not the case. 
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By Theorem 8.12 of [23], Y’(Q(E~)) @ Q(s12) = Y(Q(cIZ)). Thus, [A] - 
[BO Q(+)] with [B] E ~(Q(E~)), so ind,B $4. Suppose that 9 is a Q(E~) 
prime above 5 and that 4 is a Q(E~~) prime over 9. From [9] we have 
invBA =inv+B@~Q(&~~)= jQS(s12): Q5(~q)j inv,B=2invqB (mod 1). Since 
indSB<4 then ind,A <2. 
PROPOSITION 4. If q has residue class degree 1 in K, q z 3 (mod 4), and a 
is a prime in the algebraic number field K lying over q, then 
~(K(q-l))QKI =Y(KJ. 
ProojI The hypothesis implies /K&E~- I)i = IK,: Q,I = c, the tame 
ramification index of q in K. From [23, Theorem 4.41, Y(K,) is the sub- 
group of B(K,) of order (q - 1)/c. From Lemma 2(3) it is sufficient to show 
Y(Q(&+ 1I,2)) = !&(U(E~~- 1j,2)). Let (q - 1)/2 = p”;‘. . . p> be the canonical 
prime factorization. From [14, Corollary 2.83, ~$“,,(Q(E,F)) @ Q(E+ 1j,2) = 
sP,,(Q(&+ 1l,2)) = @JQk+ 1jl2)) for i= 1, . . . . r. Q.E.D. 
The following examples show each of the hypotheses of Proposition 4 is 
necessary and that the converse of Proposition 4 may fail. 
To show the necessity of the hypothesis q zz 3 (mod 4) we consider 
Y(Q(;%i)) = Y(Q) @ Q(a). Thus, Y(Q(fi))@ Q,(fi) is trivial 
but sP(QJfi)) has order 2. Also observe that j@(Q(fi)): 
y(Q(@))I = ~0, (see CW). 
To see that the hypothesis q has residue class degree 1 in K it is 
necessary we consider Y(Q(fi)) = Y(Q) 0 Q(A). Thus Y(Q(,,&)j 
@Q,(fi) is trivial, but Y”(Qs(fi)) has order 2. 
Finally, we show that the converse of Proposition 4 may fail. 
WQ($N = y(QtfiN so Lemma 2(3) implies p(Q($)) @Q,(.&) = 
WQ&.h = WQ&%). H owever, the residue class degree of 3 in 
Q($) is 2. 
Suppose K is an imaginary abelian number field with maximal real sub- 
field M. The elements of order 2 in Y(K) are of the form [CO, K], where 
CC] has order 2 in B(M) [23, p. 1321. We can make a little more precise 
statement. First note that Q(E,) = Q(E+) whenever n = 2 (mod 4). 
THEOREM 5. Assume n f 2 (mod 4). Let K- Q(E~) and M = 
Q(.zn f ~;l). Zf [D] has order 2 in Y(K) then [D] = CC@, KJ, where [Cl 
has order 2 in q(M). 
Proof. When n is odd or a power of 2 all elements in Y(K) of order 2 
are of the form [CO, K], where [C] has order 2 in Y’(M) G e!(M) [ 17, 
Theorem 2.61. Assume n = 2”h, where a > 1 and h > 1, h odd. Let [D] have 
order 2 in Y(K) and let T= (q 1 q is a rational prime and ind,(D) > 11. Let 
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q be a rational prime. Check first that if q 1 n then q$ T. We have 
[O] = [A OK], where [A] EY(Q(+)) [23, Theorem 8.121. If q# 2 
and (q-1(,=2” then ind,(A) < min{ 2” 2”) [23, Lemma 8.5 and 
Theorem 8.61. Since q) n, IK, : QJE~~)/~ 3 2”, where p is a K prime above q. 
But inv,(A QK) E IK,: QJ.+)( inv&4) (mod 1) (where q is a Q((+) 
prime below 9) (see [9]). Hence ind,(D) = 1 and q$ T. If q = 2 then 
ind,(A) = 1 [23, Theorem 8.61. 
Now let S be the set of primes in T which have an odd number of M 
primes above them. Check next that if S # 4 then n = 4p’, where p is a 
prime, p = 3 mod 4. Let n = 2”pyp9.. . pp, where the pi are distinct odd 
primes and aj > 0 (1 < i < r) and arrange the p,‘s such that Ipi - 1 I2 = 2bl 
with bi,)b,,l (1 fidr- 1). If qE-S then q/n so /jJ,= IM:Ql*, wheref, 
is the inertial degree of q in M over Q. Therefore Ifq12=2a-22b1+ ‘.. +br. 
Since the Frobenius automorphism generates a cyclic group, If,lz 6 
max(2+*, 2b1 .a.2br} =max{2”-*, 2”). Thus n=4p;l. Now [II] = 
[A OK] with [A] EY(Q(E~)) [23, Theorem 8.121 so ind,(A) ~4. If 
(M:QI,a4 then ind,(AOK)=l. Since qeT, JM:QJ,=2. Thus b,=l so 
p = 3 (mod 4). 
To complete the proof of the theorem first assume (5’1 is odd. Define 
[C] E B(M) by inv,(C) = f at all M primes 9 above the primes in T, and 
invj(C) = f at the unique M prime b above p (p cannot split in K since 
IZ = 4p’ with p = 3 (mod 4)). The class [C] with these invariants is a well- 
defined element of B(M) and since @(M) corresponds to the group of 
algebras with uniformly distributed invariants, [C] E a(M). Since II = 4p” 
with p - 3 (mod 4), IQP(sn): Q,12 = IQ(s,):Q12 = 4. Thus, ind,(C@ K) = 1. 
If qE T then IQ&&J: M,] = 1, where q is an M prime above q [23, p. 1321. 
Hence, ind,(C @ K) = 2 at precisely the q E T. Thus, the Hasse invariants of 
CO] and [C@KJ are the same so CO] = [CO K]. If S= 4 or (SI is even 
define [C] E B(M) by inv,(C) = 4 at all the M primes 9 above the primes 
qE T. As above, [O] = CC@ K], completing the proof of the theorem. 
Q.E.D. 
Remark 1. With the hypothesis of Theorem 5, if [C] has order 2 in 
t@(M) it may not be the case that [KO C] E Y(K). Let K= Q(E~*), then 
M = Q(a). Define [C] E B(M) by inv+(C) = 4 = inv,(C), where b is the 
M prime above 7 and a is the M prime above 2, and inv,(C) = 0 for all 
R ##;, 9. Then [C] E@(M). If [O] = [CO K] E 9’(K) then [O] = 
[AOK] with [A] EY(Q(E~)) [23, Theorem 8.12, p. 1401. Since 
ind,(D)=2 and ind,(l))= 1 for all p#7 then ind,(A)=2. This is 
impossible by [23, Theorem 8.6, p. 1361. 
Remark 2. With the hypothesis of Theorem 5, if n > 1 it is never the 
case that all elements of order 2 in %!(K) are induced from elements of 
t%(M) [ 14, Theorem 2.61. 
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EXAMPLE. Let k be a perfect field and t an indeterminate. In [4] it was 
shown that B(k[t, t-l]) = B(k)@&, where G is the Galois group of k and 
G = Hom(G, Q/Z) is its dual. In the last paragraph on page 334 of [3] the 
action of Aut(k[t, t-l]) on B(k[t, t-l]) = H,&(k[t, t-l], U) is given 
explicitly on the cocycle level. If B E Aut(k[t, t-l]) it is easy to check that 
elk E Aut(k) and cr(t) = Bt”, where /? E Units(k) and E = &l. For a 2 cocycle 
corresponding to an element in B(k) the action of (T corresponds to the 
action of o.lk on B(k). Let 5 be an extension of 01~ to the separable closure 
Q of k. For a cocycle corresponding to an element f E G one can check that 
the action of c on f is (z .f(x)= sf(O-‘xc). By choosing elk= id, and 
g(t) = tr’ it follows that any element of odd order in Q(k[t, t-l]) is in 
4?!(k). If char k= 2 then -1 = 1 so every element in %(k[t, t-l]) has odd 
order and Q(k[t, t-‘])=%(k). If chark#2 then -1fl and 0(-l)= -1 
for all cr~Aut(k[t, t-l]) so in this case %(k[t, t-‘])=%(k)@ H, where if 
G,= (f~Gl2f=O} and g=AAut(k[t, t-l]) then H=@. If k is the field 
with p” elements (p an odd prime) or a p-adic field then G, = Z/2 so 
Gyi = G, = Z/2 and %(k[t, t-l]) 2 %(k) @ Z/2. Summarizing 
%(k[t, t -‘I) = e’(k) if char k = 2, 
Q(k[t, t-l]) =Z/2 if k is finite of odd characteristic, 
@(k[t, tr’]) = Z/2 k = [w (see also the next example), 
%(k[t, t-11)=zp-,@z/2 k a p-adic field, p odd, 
%(kCt, t-‘])=z/2@z/2 k a 2-adic field. 
We conjecture that if @c(R) # 0 then e(R) contains an element of order 2. 
EXAMPLE. Let p(x) E lw[x] with p(x) square free of degree 2n + 1 and 
with 2n -t- 1 real roots. Let R = rW[x, y]/(y* - p(x)). Then R is the coor- 
dinate ring of a nonsingular real curve with n + 1 real components (in the 
Euclidean topology). Let D E Aut(R) be given by g(x) = x, o(y) = -y, and 
let N: R -+ R by N(a) = so(a). If u~Units(R) then N(u) is a unit. After 
checking that N(u) E rW[x] for any u E I?? one can check Units(R) = 
Units@). Thus, Aut(R) = Aut,(R). Following the exposition on page 276 of 
[ 121, by choosing the roots of f(x) in general position, Aut,(R) = 6,. It 
follows that the n -t 1 real components of Spec(R) are not permuted by any 
element in Aut(R). The deskription of Azumaya algebras A over real curves 
given in [4] or [S] makes it clear that for any z~Aut(R), [A] = [A,] so 
a!(R) = B(R) = (C,) (n+ ‘) On the other hand, 9’(R) = C2 in this case. 
We conclude with ‘an example where both Y(R) si Q(R) and 
%(R) & Y(R). This example arose in a conversation with G. Greenfield. 
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EXAMPLE 3. Let qi= 1 + 2pi for i= 1,2, where pl, p2, ql, and q2 are 
distinct odd primes. Let K (I) = Q(eqI + .zg;l, Ed,), and let aI be a I$‘) prime 
above qz. Set R=K(‘)@K t2). By (2) of Lemma 2, @(Kc’)) has order 2pi, 
whence q(R) has a% elen&t of order pi for i= 1,2.“(However, q(R) 
does not have an element of order 2.) On the other hand, 
Y(R) z Y(K(l)) 0 Y(Kc2)) 
Theorem 4.41 
V2 ’ where Y(Kg)) has order 2 for i= 1,2 [23, 
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